
1st Grade 
Unit A:  Science, Technology and Engineering 

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can: 

K-2-ETS1-1. Ask questions, make observations, and gather information about a situation people 
want to change to define a simple problem that can be solved through the development of a new or 
improved object or tool. 
K-2-ETS1-2. Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the shape of an 
object helps it function as needed to solve a given problem. 
K-2-ETS1-3. Analyze data from tests of two objects designed to solve the same problem to compare 
the strengths and weaknesses of how each performs. 
  
  
  

Understandings: 
● Scientists use observation, tools, and 

methodology in their work. 
● People solve problems using the design 

process

Essential Questions: 
● What is science? 
● How do you solve problems? 

Students will be able to: 
● Recognize that scientists ask questions about the world 
● Identify skills scientists use to learn about new things 
● Demonstrate how to use some science equipment and tools safely 
● Describe the steps scientists use to ask questions and find answers 
● Identify how scientists share the data they collect 
● Identify how technology can help people solve problems 
● Explain what materials some objects are made of 
● Describe the design process and explain how to use it to find a solution 

21st Century Skills 
• Students will have communication opportunities to help build a collaborative environment. 
• Using the four levels of inquiry (Try, Explore, Investigate, Apply) students will have ample 

opportunities to collaborate and communicate observations for hands-on activities 
• Students will communicate in writing about science 
• Students will encounter questions at higher levels to foster critical thinking skills and problem-

solving skills.(Explain, compare, Apply, Justify) 
• Students will self-assess their understanding to promote accountability and self-direction 
• Students will design and test their own questions using scientific methods and use open-ended 

projects to allow for creativity and innovation 

Assessment



Performance Tasks- 
➢ Students design a new hat using 

the design process.  Hat will solve a 
problem (eg: sun on face) or be 
decorative.  Design will be drawn and 
labeled to meet the goal set by the 
student. 

➢ Students will brainstorm a goal 
and then use the RAFT (Role of the 
writer, Audience, Format, Topic) to write 
a poem which describes the solution for 
reaching the goal. 

➢ Students will test materials (color 
pen, marker, crayon) to determine which 
ones are erased best. 

Other Evidence 
• Lab Demonstrations 
• Lab Experiments 
• Quizzes 
• Lesson Check Blackline Master 
• Write –in Student Edition (underlining, 

drawing examples, labeling diagrams, 
completing charts and graphs, circling, 
and completing graphic organizers) 

• Myscienceonline.com (videos, activities, 
virtual labs) 

• Science Notebook 

Learning Activities

Suggestions for Differentiated Instruction 

W = help the students know where the unit is going and what is expected? Help the teacher know 
where the students are coming from (prior knowledge, interests)?  
H = hook all students and hold their interest?  
E = equip students, help them experience the key ideas, and explore the issues?  
R = provide opportunities to rethink and revise their understandings and work?  
E = allow students to evaluate their work and its implications?  
T = be tailored (personalized) to the different needs, interests, abilities of learners  
O = be organized to maximize initial and sustained engagement as well as effective learning?



1st Grade 
Unit B:  Life Science 

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can: 

1-LS1-1. Use materials to design a solution to a human problem by mimicking how plants and/or 
animals use their external parts to help them survive, grow, and meet their needs.* [Clarification 
Statement: Examples of human problems that can be solved by mimicking plant or animal solutions 
could include designing clothing or equipment to protect bicyclists by mimicking turtle shells, acorn 
shells, and animal scales; stabilizing structures by mimicking animal tails and roots on plants; keeping 
out intruders by mimicking thorns on branches and animal quills; and, detecting intruders by mimicking 
eyes and ears.] 
1-LS1-2. Read texts and use media to determine patterns in behavior of parents and offspring 
that help offspring survive.[Clarification Statement: Examples of patterns of behaviors could include the 
signals that offspring make (such as crying, cheeping, and other vocalizations) and the responses of 
the parents (such as feeding, comforting, and protecting the offspring).] 

1-LS3-1.  
Make observations to construct an evidence-based account that young plants and animals are like, but 
not exactly like,their parents.  [Clarification Statement: Examples of patterns could include features 
plants or animals share. Examples of observations could include leaves from the same kind of plant are 
the same shape but can differ in size; and, a particular breed of dog looks like its parents but is not 
exactly the same.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not include inheritance or animals that 
undergo metamorphosis or hybrids.] 

Understandings: 
● Non-living things are different from living 

things; living things need air, water, food 
and space; there are different land and 
water environments that plants and 
animals live in; and some plants and 
animals no longer live on earth. 

● How living things are grouped; the parts 
of  a plant; plants grow and change; 
similarities and differences between 
parents and offspring; and similarities and 
differences within groups of living things

Essential Questions: 
● What do plants and animals need? 
● How are living things alike and different? 

Students will be able to: 
● Differentiate living and nonliving things 
● Identify air, water, light, food and space as needs of living things 
● Describe how some plants and animals can live in land environments 
● Explain how some plants and animals can live in water environments 
● Identify how scientists share the data they collect 
● Describe how some plants and animals no longer live on earth 
● Describe ways to group living things 
● Identify some parts of plants and what those parts do 
● Understand how plants grow 
● Describe how some animals grow and change 
● Know that plants and animals look like their parents 
● Understand how groups of living things are alike and different 



21st Century Skills 
• Students will have communication opportunities to help build a collaborative environment. 
• Using the four levels of inquiry (Try, Explore, Investigate, Apply) students will have ample 

opportunities to collaborate and communicate observations for hands-on activities. 
• Students will communicate in writing about science. 
• Students will encounter questions at higher levels to foster critical thinking skills and problem-

solving skills (Explain, compare, Apply, Justify). 
• Students will self-assess their understanding to promote accountability and self-direction. 
• Students will design and test their own questions using scientific methods and use open-ended 

projects to allow for creativity and innovation.

Assessment

Performance Tasks- 
➢ Students will accurately and 

completely draw a picture of a plant and 
label the parts.  Students should identify 
the roots, stem and leaves as well as 
flowers and fruit if their plant has them.  
Descriptions should include how each 
part helps the plant live, grow and get 
what it needs.  

➢ Students will conduct an 
experiment to determine if plants grow 
better in soil or sand. All growing 
conditions will be the same for both plants 
(light, water, temperature, etc).  Students 
will monitor the methodology and 
describe the outcomes. 

➢ Students will choose an animal 
and write a poem about what the animal 
needs.  Students will draw a picture to go 
with their poem. 

Other Evidence 
• Lab Demonstrations 
• Lab Experiments 
• Quizzes 
• Lesson Check Blackline Master 
• Write –in Student Edition (underlining, 

drawing examples, labeling diagrams, 
completing charts and graphs, circling, 
and completing graphic organizers) 

• Myscienceonline.com (videos, activities, 
virtual labs) 

• Science Notebook 

Learning Activities

Suggestions for Differentiated Instruction 

W = help the students know where the unit is going and what is expected? Help the teacher know 
where the students are coming from (prior knowledge, interests)?  
H = hook all students and hold their interest?  
E = equip students, help them experience the key ideas, and explore the issues?  
R = provide opportunities to rethink and revise their understandings and work?  
E = allow students to evaluate their work and its implications?  
T = be tailored (personalized) to the different needs, interests, abilities of learners  
O = be organized to maximize initial and sustained engagement as well as effective learning?



1st Grade 
Unit C:  Earth Science 

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can: 

1-ESS1-1. Use observations of the sun, moon, and stars to describe patterns that can be 
predicted. [Clarification Statement: Examples of patterns could include that the sun and moon appear 
to rise in one part of the sky, move across the sky, and set; and stars other than our sun are visible at 
night but not during the day.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment of star patterns is limited to stars 
being seen at night and not during the day.] 
1-ESS1-2. Make observations at different times of year to relate the amount of daylight to the time 
of year. [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on relative comparisons of the amount of daylight in the 
winter to the amount in the spring or fall.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment is limited to relative 
amounts of daylight, not quantifying the hours or time of daylight.] 
1-ESS1-1. Use observations of the sun, moon, and stars to describe patterns that can be 
predicted. [Clarification Statement: Examples of patterns could include that the sun and moon appear 
to rise in one part of the sky, move across the sky, and set; and stars other than our sun are visible at 
night but not during the day.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment of star patterns is limited to stars 
being seen at night and not during the day.] 

Understandings: 
● Bodies of water and landforms that are 

found on the earth’s surface; rocks and 
types of soil; how earthquakes, volcanoes 
weathering and erosion can change 
Earth’s surface; the wise use of natural 
resources; the importance of the sun; 
what causes night and day 

● The water cycle, weather cycles, 
measurements and seasonal changes

Essential Questions: 
● What can you tell about Earth and sky? 
● How do you describe weather? 

Students will be able to: 
● Describe the land, water and living things found on Earth 
● Describe the rocks and soil 
● Identify some of the fast and slow ways that Earth changes 
● Describe how people use natural resources 
● Understand ways the sun helps and harms things on Earth 
● Explain what causes day and night 
● Identify how water changes form 
● Describe weather and explain ways to stay safe in bad weather 
● Find out how to measure weather 
● Describe how weather changes from season to season 

21st Century Skills 
• Students will have communication opportunities to help build a collaborative environment. 
• Using the four levels of inquiry (Try, Explore, Investigate, Apply) students will have ample 

opportunities to collaborate and communicate observations for hands-on activities. 
• Students will communicate in writing about science. 
• Students will encounter questions at higher levels to foster critical thinking skills and problem-

solving skills (Explain, compare, Apply, Justify). 
• Students will self-assess their understanding to promote accountability and self-direction. 
• Students will design and test their own questions using scientific methods and use open-ended 

projects to allow for creativity and innovation. 



Assessment

Performance Tasks- 
➢ Students will use magazines to 

cut out pictures of the four seasons.  They 
will use the pictures and words to make a 
concept map which describes the 
weather in each season. 

➢ Students will follow the RAFT 
technique to write a song about the sun.  
The song should accurately describe how 
the sun can help or harm people.  
Students can use familiar tunes (“Twinkle, 
Twinkle Little Star,” etc) for their songs 
and should be encouraged to sing them 
to their class. 

➢ Students will set up a controlled 
experiment by gathering samples of 
sand soil and clay and pouring water on 
each to measure how long it takes 
erosion to move each one. 

Other Evidence 
• Lab Demonstrations 
• Lab Experiments 
• Quizzes 
• Lesson Check Blackline Master 
• Write –in Student Edition (underlining, 

drawing examples, labeling diagrams, 
completing charts and graphs, circling, 
and completing graphic organizers) 

• Myscienceonline.com (videos, activities, 
virtual labs) 

• Science Notebook 

Learning Activities

Suggestions for Differentiated Instruction 

W = help the students know where the unit is going and what is expected? Help the teacher know 
where the students are coming from (prior knowledge, interests)?  
H = hook all students and hold their interest?  
E = equip students, help them experience the key ideas, and explore the issues?  
R = provide opportunities to rethink and revise their understandings and work?  
E = allow students to evaluate their work and its implications?  
T = be tailored (personalized) to the different needs, interests, abilities of learners  
O = be organized to maximize initial and sustained engagement as well as effective learning?



1st Grade 
Unit D:  Physical Science 

Students Who Demonstrate Understanding Can: 

1-PS4-1. Plan and conduct investigations to provide evidence that vibrating materials can make 
sound and that sound can make materials vibrate. [Clarification Statement: Examples of vibrating 
materials that make sound could include tuning forks and plucking a stretched string. Examples of how 
sound can make matter vibrate could include holding a piece of paper near a speaker making sound 
and holding an object near a vibrating tuning fork.] 
1-PS4-2. Make observations to construct an evidence-based account that objects in darkness 
can be seen only when illuminated. [Clarification Statement: Examples of observations could include 
those made in a completely dark room, a pinhole box, and a video of a cave explorer with a flashlight. 
Illumination could be from an external light source or by an object giving off its own light.] 
1-PS4-3. Plan and conduct investigations to determine the effect of placing objects made with 
different materials in the path of a beam of light. [Clarification Statement: Examples of materials could 
include those that are transparent (such as clear plastic), translucent (such as wax paper), opaque 
(such as cardboard), and reflective(such as a mirror).] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment does not 
include the speed of light.] 

Understandings: 
● There are different forms and states of 

matter; how matter can be observed and 
changed 

● How energy is used and how heat, light 
and sound work 

● Objects can move in different ways; 
forces such as pushes and pulls can 
affect the ways objects move; magnets 
can push and pull some objects; gravity 
pulls objects to Earth

Essential Questions: 
● How can you describe matter? 
● What can energy do? 
● How can you describe ways objects 

move? 

Students will be able to: 
● Define matter as anything that takes up space and describe and sort objects by observable 

properties 
● Identify matter as a solid, a liquid, or a gas 
● Explain some ways that matter can change 
● Demonstrate an understanding of mixtures 
● Understand how energy is used 
● Learn what gives off heat 
● Demonstrate an understanding of what light can do 
● Discover how sounds are made 
● Describe the different ways that objects can move 
● Demonstrate how forces change the way things move and understand that gravity is a force 
● Identify magnets as objects that can attract or repel some objects 
● Explain that gravity pulls objects toward Earth without touching them 



21st Century Skills 
• Students will have communication opportunities to help build a collaborative environment. 
• Using the four levels of inquiry (Try, Explore, Investigate, Apply) students will have ample 

opportunities to collaborate and communicate observations for hands-on activities. 
• Students will communicate in writing about science. 
• Students will encounter questions at higher levels to foster critical thinking skills and problem-

solving skills (Explain, compare, Apply, Justify). 
• Students will self-assess their understanding to promote accountability and self-direction. 
• Students will design and test their own questions using scientific methods and use open-ended 

projects to allow for creativity and innovation. 

Assessment

Performance Tasks- 
➢ Students will use magazines to 

cut out pictures of someone pushing or 
pulling objects.  They will use the pictures 
to make a poster (“Push” examples on 
one side/”Pull” on the other).  Students 
will present their posters to the class and 
describe the pictures. 

➢ Students will blow up balloons 
and measure the circumference using 
tape or string.  They will experiment to 
find out the changes that take place when 
the balloons are immersed in water by 
measuring the circumference of the 
balloon following the immersion and 
comparing it to the original circumference.  
They will describe the outcome of the 
experiment. 

➢ Using the RAFT technique, 
students will write a story about how an 
object moves.  They will write about the 
speed of the object and what makes the 
object move. 

Other Evidence 
• Lab Demonstrations 
• Lab Experiments 
• Quizzes 
• Lesson Check Blackline Master 
• Write –in Student Edition (underlining, 

drawing examples, labeling diagrams, 
completing charts and graphs, circling, 
and completing graphic organizers) 

• Myscienceonline.com (videos, activities, 
virtual labs) 

• Science Notebook 

Learning Activities

Suggestions for Differentiated Instruction 

W = help the students know where the unit is going and what is expected? Help the teacher know 
where the students are coming from (prior knowledge, interests)?  
H = hook all students and hold their interest?  
E = equip students, help them experience the key ideas, and explore the issues?  
R = provide opportunities to rethink and revise their understandings and work?  
E = allow students to evaluate their work and its implications?  
T = be tailored (personalized) to the different needs, interests, abilities of learners  
O = be organized to maximize initial and sustained engagement as well as effective learning?


